Mercury Tools – Transforming Your Ideas Into Reality
Mercury Tools are included at no cost and allows you to fully customize and configure your entire
system including both the student facing and staff facing functions.
Our Mercury Tools not only allow you the convenience to configure and customize every page and
process in the system, they also provide you the components to custom build processes you need to
have within a single system. We call these custom-built entities “Mercury Business Processes - MBP’s”
allowing you to operate your business more efficiently.
Our experience has shown us that Mercury customers have used these Mercury Tools to bring many
unique external business processes within the Mercury solution. Our Tools also allow you to easily
import Mercury Business Processes that others have built. Imagine speaking with a colleague about
online staff hiring processes (see University of Houston example), or key management (see University of
South Florida example) and being able to borrow their Mercury Business Process (MBP) and within
minutes launch it live at your school! Even better, you can quickly edit these to match your wording,
your branding and your processes.
That’s the power and cost savings of Mercury Tools and peer to peer sharing of MBPs.
Thousands of dollars have been spent annually by institutions just like yours, requesting custom
development work by their software vendor, for functionality that is not delivered ‘out of the box’.
We’ve turned that model upside down, saving you time and money!

Mercury Tools – Limited Only by Your Imagination
Mercer University has
created their own
customized student
lockout process where
staff may easily
manage loaner key
returns, charges etc…

University of South
Florida has also used
Mercury Tools to
create a different key
management process,
allowing their
students to review,
update and accept
their keys.

Completely customize
your ‘No Show’
procedures and
reduce hours of work
to minutes by
configuring the
system to
automatically list all
‘No Shows’! Define
your own follow up
actions list to notify
all students via email
and SMS within
seconds and then
complete the other
steps of your ‘No
Show’ process.

Another view from
University of South
Florida but from the
staff’s management
view, where they are
able to verify, report
and make notes about
keys issued to a
student.

At the University of
Houston, they used
Mercury Tools to
create a multi-step
online process within
their student portal,
to manage staff
applications for
Residence Life
positions.
This is the first of
several pages where
students login and
begin an online
application process,
uploading their
resume, responding
to questions and
signing an agreement
to affirm their
information is
accurate.

University of
Houston, then used
Mercury Tools to
create a separate
menu and customized
dynamic lists and
screens to manage
these student
applications,
scheduling interviews,
tracking details and
ultimately making
offers and completing
the hiring process.

Southeast Missouri
State University,
wanted an easy
process for students
to request early
arrivals. This
simplified online form
through the student
portal, enables
students to request
early arrival, why they
need to arrive early
and for staff to
receive thee requests,
approve/deny with
automatic
communication back
to the student as to
the decision.

With Mercury Tools,
you need only a few
minutes to drag and
drop components
onto a page and
quickly make ‘Package
Tracking’ with student
acceptance signatures
an instant online
process.

Quickly and easily
change display
information for
students using our live
and interactive visual
self-selection process,
to provide them the
ability to see
information about the
student who may be
living next to them.
Just point and click
using Mercury Tools.

Would you like to
customize your own
inspection
management
process? Just drag
and drop components
on the left onto the
page, defining your
own information
layout and then click a
component to easily
configure it for your
own business process.
All completed with
Mercury Tools and
ready to launch in
minutes!
Using Mercury Tools,
quickly and easily,
drag and drop new
menus and menu
items onto the page,
so that various
departments have
defined menus and
functionality just for
them!

University of South
Florida did just that
for a variety of
departments on
campus. Here they
have defined a role
for their LLC Staff,
limiting them to a few
customized menu
items and
functionality, created
using Mercury Tools.

With Mercury Tools,
you can also define
customized ‘Help’
links for your team
and students,
anywhere in the
admin side and
student portal side of
the platform. In this
example, we not only
provide directions for
the Front Desk staff
using this screen, but
also a specific ‘HELP”
button with a warning
to ‘Double Check’ the
cell phone number.
Help can be text like
this, or link to other
pages, urls, to provide
more detail.

Mercury Tools
provides a simple way
to name steps in a
process, add steps as
needed, move them
around and delete
unnecessary pages at
any time!

In this example of
customized help, we
added a link to the
menu, that produces
a step by step help
screen for staff, on
how to process No
Shows at this specific
University. All of the
processes are of
course, yours to
define and help page
itself may be designed
any way you wish,
using Mercury Tools.

Utah State University
saved substantial time
and money, by
creating a new
student assignment
and move-in
information process
for their student
portal, using Mercury
Tools. Students
receive a customized
message to login and
view their room and
meal plan details,
then progress onto
several other screens
giving them
information on movein.

Mercury Tools
delivers the power to
edit, add, and
completely redefine
any lists within
Mercury. Add/Edit
or Remove any quick
button links, any data
displayed, any lists of
quick functional
access you may wish
staff to access and
any batch processing
functional lists as well.
Links take the user
directly to reports,
functionality, another
view and more! Add
a new menu item, add
a new list and you
have instantly created
a whole new
functional area for
your team!
As Southeast
Missouri State has
done, they even
created a convenient
one page view for
staff members, who
wanted to have oneclick access to specific
documentation on a
student. Designed
and launched in their
Staff Portal using
Mercury Tools.

University of North
Carolina, Greensboro,
created this
Assignment Process
Landing Page using
Mercury Tools.
Adding some colorful
buttons and helpful
text, this is what their
current students see
when they go to sign
up for housing,
explaining the process
step by step.
Viewing this in
Mercury Tools
configuration area, we
can quickly adapt this
for any institution,
replacing images,
editing text, adding
more fields using the
drag and drop
components to the
left, then launching on
the student portal in
minutes!

Mercury Tools also
allows you to easily
create unlimited
custom fields, using
any data type and
name them as you
wish, using them
throughout the
system.

Create and utilize
your own lookup list
values as needed, or
create new custom
lookup lists as
desired, using them
throughout the
system.

Mercury Tools
enables easy type and
save functionality to
change any field label
in the system, having
it cascade throughout
the platform, even
when using drag and
drop reporting.

Here are just a few recent client comments about their experience with Mercury Tools!
Mercury is very customizable. With the use of the many tools provided in Mercury, I was able to create a
process to manage our student lock-outs online. The process tracks lock-outs, automatically sends
students correspondence each step of the process and allows our accounting coordinator to bulk charge
for the lock-outs. This is completely through Mercury and takes much less time than our paper process
and is much more efficient with tracking.
Sandy Morgan, Systems Administrator
Mercer University

Mercury works right “out of the box” to do everything you would expect a housing management system
to do. The best part of Mercury, however, is that it allows plenty of flexibility for “outside the box
thinking”. We have taken advantage of the vast customization options to integrate many of our business
processes within Mercury, using Mercury Tools.
Joshua O. Marjenka, Housing Assignments Coordinator
Loyola University Chicago

Not only has Mercury Tools allowed us to build housing agreement processes that match our business
practices, but we were able to create an online scheduler for move-in volunteers.
Andrew Naylor, Associate Director, Housing
Florida International University

Mercury Tools gives us the autonomy to create bespoke processes to meet the specific needs of our
student population. We are enabled by Mercury to constantly evolve and develop our processes,
enhancing both the student and staff user experience and allowing us to move all our business processes
into one place. We no longer have to rely on spreadsheets or other documents.
Lisa Winter, Assistant Head of Accommodation
University of Greenwich

Mercury is not a software package just for Housing, but for the entire University. Through effective
management of users combined with customized roles that can be designed and deployed by campusbased Mercury administrators, the resources of Mercury can be accessible to a wide range a staff across
all units of the University and its third party partners (if approved by the University). Using Mercury
Tools, you can provide targeted information, reports, processes, and operations to provide the power
and flexibility of Mercury to the entire campus resulting in a true enterprise wide software solution.
David Kloiber, Assistant Director
University of South Florida

Mercury Tools
As you have seen, Mercury Tools not only allows you the convenience to configure and customize every
page and process in the system, they also provide you the components to custom build processes you
need to have within a single system. As noted earlier, we call these custom-built entities “Mercury
Business Processes”, or MBP’s.
Your RFP has highlighted a few unique business processes that you have chosen to develop in-house,
but would prefer to have within a single system. With Mercury, you can do this!
We have shared just a few examples of how clients are utilizing the platform to enhance their student
service, from University of Houston’s online Staff Hiring process to University of South Florida’s Key
Management process. Each perhaps unique to their environment, but also easily adapted to yours
should you wish to ‘borrow’ what they have built.
We cannot stress enough, the thousands of dollars that have been wasted by institutions each year on
custom development work required by their housing software vendor. Their solutions are rigid, while
Mercury is adaptable and customizable, by you!
We enable you to turn this:

into this

We look forward to the opportunity to demo our product for your team and to truly show you what it is
capable of and how easy it is to use!

Recent Client Quotes on the Benefits of Mercury
Mercury’s Advanced Selection “In List” feature has improved efficiency and saved time for our staff by
allowing us to make bulk changes to profiles and applications.
Katherine Marie Hendrickson, Assistant Director, Assignments and Leasing Manager,
The University of Pittsburgh
Mercury's flexibility to do things is amazing! Student Staff Selection, volunteer recruitment, student
employee personnel files, checking out/in equipment, loft rental tracking, and more.
Scott Shields, Assistant Director of Operations,
Northwest Missouri State University
Mercury's flexibility in adding custom fields and attaching those fields to a process (Template, Operation,
or Dynamic List), has allowed us to modify the system to match our processes, instead of modifying our
processes to match the system! To turn a phrase; our staff are empowered, our students are informed,
and our efficiency is maximized.
Wes Wheeler, Information Systems Manager,
Northeastern State University
Beyond using some of the new awesome features like room inspections, we have been able to customize
Mercury to utilize it for Guest Registration, Break Registration, Off Campus Release Process, and
managing mail in our apartment communities to name a few things. I get excited to think of new ideas
to implement and the design of the software really makes it possible to customize it for your business
processes.
Jean A. Wilwohl, Director of Housing,
Longwood University
Mercury has been a complete game-changer for our office. We are 99% paperless now, and data
collection/reporting is a dream. No more students lined up all the way outside and around the building
for room sign-ups -- they can do it all online now!
Shannon Norman, Business Services & Office Manager,
University of North Carolina, Asheville
Mercury delivers awesome customizability!
Sandy Robison, IT Analyst – Student Housing,
University of Kansas
We are now able to allow and train more student and professional staff to use Mercury because the
security control settings are in place. Every process we have is easy to customize in Mercury!
Karen M. Dyches, Assistant Director, Technology & Database Management,
The George Washington University

